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AI or  
machine learning



Artificial intelligence
Artificial intelligence, or rather machine learning 

refers to algorithms that self-improve with experience. 

They are pushing the limits of excellence:

→ Irrepressible trend in all sectors!

Vision 
Image recognition 

Video transfer

Games 
Go, Chess 

Video games

Language 
Speech recognition 

Automatic translation 
Text generation

Medical diagnosis Self-driving cars…



Atari Deep Q-Learning, DeepMind (2015)



Image Animation, Siarohin et al. (2019)



GPT-3 (175B parameters), OpenAI (2020) — S. Shameem





AI for learning



Human learning enhanced by  
machine learning

Humans excel at learning, but learning 

approaches haven't evolved a lot since Antiquity 

Machine learning can make human learning 

much more effective and impactful

AI enables personalization!



Personal AI tutor app: 
ARI 9000

ARI grows employees' knowledge 

via a virtuous cycle of personalized learning  

powered by machine learning



Learning data



Data from the interface

Personalization with machine learning requires data 

about learners: what they know, what they need, etc. 

Passive approach: gather available data (CV, grades, 

evaluation reports, emails…). But this data is static, 

partial, subjective, maybe sensitive. 

Active approach: generate learning data via 

continuous interactions between the leaner and ARI

Dynamic and adaptive assessment!



Active learning

Interactions: questions and puzzles tailored to assess 

each learner's knowledge 

According to cognitive psychology, this form of  

active learning leads to higher achievement! 

Microlearning (small learning units) also improves 

learning outcomes. 

→ Feedback enhances learning!



Generate questions
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Cutting-edge Natural 
Language Processing

Training  
material

Automatic generation of 
microlearning content

No extra work for trainers

(based on research with EPFL  
and Sorbonne in Paris)



Personalized  
learning



We forget what we learn
How much do you remember from  

the last books and articles you've read?
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Time

→ Despite careful design of training programs,  

their impact evaporates fast…



High retention with low effort

Cramming  →  Forgetting

Spaced repetition

Spacing  →  Consolidation

Without ARI With ARI

[Ebbinghaus 1885]

"Learning is a change in long-term memory."   [Kirschner]



ARI adapts to each employee's knowledge and memory abilities:  

they get the right content at the right moment 

High retention with low effort

Personalized learning



4.0 → 4.8 5.2 → 5.7Grade improvement 

(out of 6)

EHL

Proven effectiveness

8'000 
Course revision programs 

5'000 
Active users

Experiments at top institutions:



Knowledge  
visualization



Motivation by visualization
Constructive progress requires visibility

Keep employees motivated with continuous feedback!

Skills gap! Finance 
concepts

Novice Expert



Visual skills analysis

Company

Missing 
skills?

New tech

Trainers get live insights about strengths and weaknesses

Managers implement optimal skill strategies  
to keep their companies competitive



Video (80 sec)



Multi-sector applications

Schools

Universities

Companies

Non-profits

🏫 👩🎓 🏢 🌍🏥
Hospitals

Personalized learning adapts to diversity and promotes inclusion

We help many organizations enhance the effectiveness of learning 

with our personal AI tutor app

📚
Publishers
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